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1. Introduction 

Semiparametric Maxill1um Profile Likelihood Estimation of 
Polytomous and Sequential Choice Models 

by Lung-Fei Lee* 

In this article, we will consider estimation of the discrete choices models wit.h any finite nllmner of al
ternatives within the semiparametric framework. Asymptotic efficiency bOil nds for y01 consisten t esti III a tors 
for the binary choice models have been derived in Chamberlain [1986] and Cosslctt [1!18/]. Sevcrini <Inri 
\-Vong [19S7] provide a general characterization for semiparametric estimators to be asymptotically crficicnt 
when they are derived from the maximization of profile likelihoods. The term 'profile likelihood' refers to 
likelihood function with its unknown density or probability functions replaced by some estimated ranciolll 
functions. In the econometric literature, various approaches have been proposed for the esti Ina tion of cI is
crete choice models (Manski [1975,1987] ,Han [19S7] ,Ichimura [19S7], Klein and Spady [1987] and Thompson 
[19S9] among others). However, except the approach by Klein and spady [1987], the other approachcs do 
not attain the asymptotic efficiency bound. The approach of Klein and spady [1987] is a maximum profile 
likelihood method. In their article, Klein and Spady [19S7] has considered the estimat.ion of binary choice 
models. Generalization of the method to the estimation of polytomous choice models is not straightforward. 

The polytomous choice models are, in general, models with multiple indices. As shown in Ichimura and 
Lee [19SS],estimation methods involving multiple indices and kernel density estimation require the selection 
of kernel functions with zero moments up to certain high order. Such kernel functions are nceded to corrcct 
biases caused by kernel density estimations so that the semiparametric estimator can be properly located 
at the true parameter vector of interest. These kernel functions can neither be pt'Oper density functions 
nor positive value functions and the kernel estimated choice probabilities can be negat.ive. This will create 
difficulty to evaluate the log likelihood function and the computation of tbe estimates. Thcse complications 
raise questions on whether the Klein and Spady's approach can be generalized to the polytomous cases. 

In this article, with some modifications, we are able to provide such generalization. We will sholl' that 
our estimator is consistent and asymptotically normal. It satisfies Severini and Wong's efficient critcrion and 
hence is asymptotically efficient with some infinite dimensional parameter spaces of pt'Oha nil ity [II nctiolls. 
Our asymptotic analysis generalizes the analysis in Ichimura [19S7] and [chimllra and Lee [l9S8] for seilli
parametric least squares estimation to semiparametric maximum profile likelihood est.imation (~[PL[). The 
methods are also applicable to the estimation of ordered choice models. It can further be generalized to tile 
estimation of sequential discrete choice models with correlated disturbances. 

Section 2 of this article will present the polytomous choice models and the semi parametric estimation 
methods. The regularity conditions for the models and the main results are sllmmarized in sect.ion:~. Seclioll 
4 provides generalization to the estimation of sequential discrete choice models. Section 5 report.s some ~ IOllte 
Carlo simulations on the small sample performance of the estimators. The detail proofs o[ the consistency 
and asymptotic normality of the estimators are collected in sections 6, 7 and 8. An appendix is also included 
for some of the proofs. 

* I appreciate having financial support under NSF grant number SES-S809939 for Illy research. 
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2.Polytomous Choices and Maximum P1'ofile Likelihood Estimation 

Within an utility maximization framework (McFadden [1974]), suppose there are r. different allerrlilll\I·~. 
let 

("2 1 ) 

be the associated utility for alternative I, 1= 1, ... , L. Let II be a dichotomous indicator that the alterll;11 ivl' 
I will be chosen: 

jf-I, j= 1, ... ,L (2.2) 

and II = 0, otherwise. Let xnl = xbl - XbL, 1= 1, ... , L - 1. Under the assumption that. t.he distllrb;IIIC(~S 

!ll, I = 1, ... , L are statistically independent with x, the choice probabilities conditiolla I 011 X are fllilct iOII" or 
the indices xn1,"" xnL-1 evaluated at the true parameter vector. 

As a generalization, let us assume the number of indices are m where m can be greater than, eqllal to or 
less than the number of choices L. This generalization will include models with ordered choices, systems lI"ith 
multivariate qualitative dependent variables and discrete choice models with heteroskedast.ic distllril;IIICCS 
UI in (2.2) of which the conditional distribution conditional on x depends on some indices. To capt IHe 
constraints, let 8 be the vector of deep parameters in 0, ° ~ Rk and nl's be funct.iolls of O. As ShOll"l1 ill 
lchimura and Lee (1988), the model can be identified only if the indices xn1(f}),···, xnm(O) are all collt.itlllOIIS 
variables for each 8 and they are distinguishable from each other. Hence, in this model, we assume t.hat for 
each index xnl(8), there exists a distinct continuous variable 81 in xnl(8) which does not appear in other 
indices. Thus, x = (81,"" 8 m , w) and xnl(8) = 81 + w.BI(8),where ware explanatory variables which can 
appear in any indices. The choice probabilities are 

Prob(I1 = llx) = E(Idxn(80 )) (2.:1 ) 

where 80 denotes the true parmeter vector, and xn(8) = (xn1(8),··· ,xnm(8)). 
For any 8 E 0, let p,(xnI8) = E(Idxn(8)) be the conditional expectation of II conditiollal 011 .l:n (()). 

Given a random sample of size n, the probability function PI(xinI8) at Xi can be estimat.ed by nonparalllct.ric 
kernel regression function (lchimura[1987] and Klein and Spady[1987]): 

p ( . 0) _ An,,(xj,8) 
n,1 X,, - Bn(Xi,8) ("2.-1 ) 

where 

A (x. 8) = 1 ~ I 'K(Xin(O) - x j n(8)) 
n,1 " ( 1) m ~ IJ ' n - an j¢i an 

(2.6) 

and K(·) is a kernel function on Rm and an > ° is a bandwidth sequence(Rao[1983]). As a generalizilt.ioll of 
Klein and Spady(1987), one may consider the following semi parametric maximum profile likehood estimation: 

where 

1 n 

max - ~ IX,,(Xj)lnLn(8IIi, Xi) 
ge0 n ~ 

i=1 

L 

InLn(8IIi, x;) = L Iii InPn,l(xi, 8) 
1=1 

(2.7) 

and Xn is an appropriately chosen subset of x which effectively trim the values of x. To quarantee t.hal the 
derived estimate {j from (2.7) is In consistent and asymptotically normal with center located at 00 , kernel 
functions with zero moments up to certain order are needed so as to reduce the asymptotic biases caused by 
the kernel density estimates. This requirement, however, can cause complications for implimentation of the 
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estimation in (2.7). As the kernel function will not be strictly positive everywhere, the estimat.ed fliIlC! iclll." 
PnAXi, 0) in (2.4) are not necessarily positive. While the estimation method in (2.7) is asymptotic;lily 1\,,11 

defined and the estimate B exists with probability one as the sample size n goes t.o infinity, the fliIlC! i011 
InPn,l(xi,O) may not be numerically well defined everywhere for a given sample. If thil! hilppens, tit,>!",> i" :\ 
need to have systematic procedures to modify the objective function for estimation. 

A possible modification of the method is 

U.!l) 

where ~n ~ 0 is a specified sequence such that limn _ oo ~n = 0, and I(An,I(Xi, 17) > ~'" [J,,(Xi, 17) > ~,,) i" 
an indicator of the event An,I(Xi, 0) > ~n and Bn(Xi, 0) > ~n' Essentially, we ignore t.he troubiesollie tCl"IllS 

in the evaluation of the objecti~e function. This does create discontinuity in the ojective fllnction. lIom~\n, 

we will show that the estimate B derived from (2.9) is still .;n consistent and asymptotically normal. Indead. 

B is asymptotically equi valent to B and is asymptotically efficient. More modification by imposi ng pc 1Ii1I!y 
on the likelihood function when An,I(Xi, 0) ~ ~n or Bn(x;, 0) ~ ~n is also possible. l 

1 In the Monte Carlo experiment below, we have adopted a modification which bounds the estimated 
probabilities between zero and one. The asymptotic distribution will remain the same as the l\IPLE from 
(2.7) or (2.9) if the penalty functions are bounded. 
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3. The Main Results: Consistency and Asymptotic Distribution 

In this section, we summarize the main results. The detail proofs are in subsequent sections. To .ill:'t ify 
the consistency of our estimator, we assume that the following conditions hold for Ollr 1l10del. 

Assumption 1 : 

(1) The samples (Ii,.r;),i = l, ... ,n are i.i.d. 
(2) The parameter space 8 is a compact subset of Rk and Bo is in the interior of 8. !riO) is continuolls ;llld 

satisfies a Lipschitz condition on 8. 2 

(3) The support 5x of x,x = (SI,'" ,Sm, w), is [TI' T2J x Sw where [TI , T2J is a 171 ciimensionill COll1jl<td 
rectangle and Sw is the support of w which is also a compact set. For each tv ill its SlI pport. t 11<' 
conditional density f(slw) of s, S = (SI,"', sm), conditional on w is continuous in 8. strictly jlosit.ivc 
and uniformly bounded on its support Sx' 

(4) The choice probalilities E(ldxQ( (0»), I = 1, ... , L are strictly positive and con tinuolls on 5"" 

Assumption 2: 

(1) The kernel function J(v) on R m is a function with bounded support 0 such that In K(u)du = land 

ID IJ(v)1 dv < 00. 

(2) The kernel function J(v) satisfies a Lipschitz condition and it goes to zero at the boulldary of D. 
(3) The bandwidth sequence an is a positive sequence such that limn_co an = O. 
(4) Xn = {x E 5x : TI,I +8n ::; SI::; T2,1-8n ,1 = 1, ... ,m} where TI,I and T2 ,1 are the I components 0[1'1 

and T2 respectively and {8n } is a positive sequence such that limn_co t = 00. 

An immediate consequence of assumption 1 is that the density function p(tIO) of the indices xo(O) alld 
the conditional expectations E(ldxQ(O», [= 1, ... , L are continuous in (x,O) and are strict.ly posit.ive on 
S", x 8. This is so, since t = S + wB where t = XQ,S = (SI' ... ,sm) and B = «(31,'" ,(3m), 

p(tIO) = J f(t - wBlw)dll(w) (;1. 1 ) 

and 
E(ldt) = E[P1(xQ(00)IOo)lt] 

= J P1(t - wB + wB(Oo)IOo)f(t - wBlw)dll(w)jp(tIO) 

where f(slw) is the conditional density function of S conditional on wand lI(w) is the distribution function 
of w. 

The asymptotic properties of our semi parametric maximum frofile likelihood estimations depend on the 
properties of the nonparametric functions. At point xjQ(B) bounded away from the boundary of its support, 
the function Bn(xj,B) in (2.6) is a consistent estimate of the density function p(.1:jOle) and An,l(.ri,O) in 
(2.5) is a consistent estimate of E(IdxjQ(B»p(xjQIB). At any boundary point, one side of its neighborhood 
is empty and the kernel estimates can only estimate some fraction of its density value. The trimming set 
Xn in assumption 2(4) is designed to bound alway from the boundary of the indices .ro(O). On Xn X e. 
non parametric functions can converge in probability uniformly to their desirable limits. 

The estimate B from (2.7) will be consistent by showing that the sample objective function 

1 n L 

Qn(O) =;; L:1x,,(x;) L:I/i InPn,l(x;,B) 
j=1 1:1 

2 A function h(x) is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition if there exists a constant c such that II h('!:l) -

h(X2) II::; c II XI - x211 for all XI and X2. 
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converges in probability uniformly to a continuous limit function which attains il IlI1iclile l1lilxil1llllll :11 fi o . 

The limit function is 
L 

Q'(O) = E{L1dnP[(xo:IO)} 
[=1 

(:l \) 
L 

= LP/(xo:(Oo)IOo)lnP/(xo:IO) 
/=1 

which is continuous in O. This limit function has a unique minimizer if for any 0 i= 00, p[ (.rn 10) i= PI(.re1 0 iOo) 
with positive probability for some subset of x, for some 1.3This is an identification condition. 'Hi" 1.1('11-

tification problem had been considered in Ichimura and Lee (1988) (see also Spady and 1(lein [1~)8il :111<1 

Thompson [1989]). Essentially, we need all the indices to be distinguishable from each other. 

Theorem 1. Under assumptions 1 and 2, and limn_ oo lnnn a~ =x>, if, for any 0 i= 00 , PI(.rl! !O) i= 
p/( XO: o 100) with positive probability for some I, then the semiparameiric maximum projile liI .. elih ood (sl /1111/ 1 (I" 

it from (2.7) is consistent. 

The consistency of the estimate iJ from the modified estimation (2.9) can be established by shOWing 
that the difference of the the two sample objective functions in (2.7) and (2.9) converges to zero uniformly 
in probability in O. 

Corollary 1. Under the conditions in Theorem 1, the modIfied se11liparamelnc /11(1£111/11.111. profile likeli

hood estimator iJ from (2.9) is consistent. 

To derive the asymptotic distributions for our estimates, we need additional regularity conditions. In 
addition to assumptions 1 and 2, we assume the following conditions hold. 

Assumption 3 
(1) The functions 0:(0) are twice differentiable and their second order derivatives saf.isfy il Lil'schil.Z (011<11-

t.ion. 
(2) The kernel function J{ (v) on R m is twice differentiable and its second order deri vati ves sa t.isfy a Li Jlsch itz 

condition. 

Assumption 4 
(1) The kernel function J{ (v) is a high order kernel function with zero moments 1I r to the order 05" , s" = I1l +:2. 

I.e., 

10 V~l ... v:"'" K(v)dv = 0 

for all 0 ~ i/, I = 1, ... ,m and 1 ~ i1 + ... + im < s' . 
(2) The bandwidth sequence {an} is chosen such that limn_oo Innna~+4 = 00, lil1l n _ N lla~(m+l) = ,x' hilt 

I· 2." 0 Imn_ oo nan = . 
Assumption 5 

The s' + 1 order derivatives, :::.: .. f(slw), of f(slw) are continuous in s and uniformly bounded. 

The semi parametric MPLE from (2.7) satisfies the first order condition: 

which is well-defined with probability 1 as sample size increases. By Taylor expansion at 0 = 00 , 

3 For notational simplicity, 0- 0 denotes 0-(1J0 ). 
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where iJ lies between Band Bo. The convergence of the terms on the right hand side of (3 .. 5) will depend 
on the uniform convergence of the first and second order derivatives of the nonparalll<:tric functrons. These 
properties imply that when limn_co Innn a;;,+4 = 00, 

The remaining term 1I1 (3.5) In Z=7=1 [xnCXj) z=f=1 [Ii :9 In Pn,I(Xi. Bo) converges 111 distribution to 

N(O, n) where 

Theorem 2 

L () () 

n = L E(PI(xCI'oIBo) ()B In PI(xCI'oIBo) ()B' In P1(xCI'oIBo)) 
1=1 

L = LE( 1 ()PI(XCI'oIBo)) ()PI(xCI'oIBo)) 
1=1 PI(xCI'oIBo) {)B ()B' 

Under assumptions 1-5 and the identification condition in theorem 1, 

r::' D 1 vn(B - Bo) ---- N(O,n- ). 

, -

(:3.7) 

As for the modified semiparametric MPLE 0 from (2.9), we can show that fo(O - 00 ) is asymptotically 
equivalent to fo,(O - Bo). This equivalence can be established with the argument in Amemiya [1982] by 
showing that 

where 
_ 1 n L 

Qn(B) = ~ L IxnCx;) L lIiI(An,l(x;, B) > ~n, Bn(x;, B) > ~n) In P",I(.rj, 0). (:1.8) 
;=1 1=1 

Corollary 2. 
Under the conditions in theorem 2, 

r::~ D 1 vn(B-Bo)-N(O,n- ). 

For the general polytomous choice models, our proposed maximum profile likelihood estimators satisfy 
the characterization of efficient semiparametric estimators in Severini and Wong [1987] in that the maximllm 
profile likelihood estimator has the same limiting distribution of the ljkelihood estimator derived by lIsing 
the probability functions P1(xaIB) in the likelihood function. The intuition behind the Severini and Wong's 
efficient criterion is based on Stone's idea [1956] that any parametrized likelihood estimates will be at least as 
efficient as semiparam:tric estimates. The probability functions PI(xaIB) provide a parametrized likelihood 
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for our model. The asymptotic variance of- the corresponding likelihood estimate provides an aSYIIlplOIlC 
lower bound. The asymptotic variances of our semi parametric estimates attain SllCh a bOllnd. Our c,:;IIIII:lk,:; 
are therefore asymptotic efficient for the estimation of discrete choice models where the choice proll:) htlll it·,:; 
are functions of the indices XO'. For the binary choice model, the matrix Q attains also the a,-Yl11pl()lii' 
efficiency bound for semi parametric estimation derived in Cosslett[1987] and Cha mberla in [H)86] as poi III t'd 
out by Klein and Spady [1987]. The binary choice model considered by Cosslett and Chamberlain aSSIIlIlt'~ 
that the disturbances in the model are i.i.d. and are independent with the regressors x. This as~umpl i011 
implies that the choice probabilities are monotone functions of the indices XO'. This model differs frolll II", 
models in this article in that the choice probabilities in our models need not be monotonic in the indices. TII<~ 

maximum profile likelihood estimate does not impose such restrictions. Therefore. even thollgh t th!' hill:1 ry 
choice model in Cosslett and Chamberlain has more structure, the maximum profile likelihood cslilll:II.· I'or 

the index probability model is also asymptotic efficient for such model. For general discrete choice Illorlels, 
whether such property will still hold is an unkown question. The recent article by Thompson [198!)]l'oillt.~ 
out some basic structural differences between polytomous index probability models and probability models 
generated by i.i.d. disturbances. However, the asymptotic efficient bound for estimation of sllch pOlyt()II1()II~ 
choice models has not yet been derived. 

For these estimators, the covariance matrix Q can be consistently estimated hy 

or 
"L ~: 

.!. '" I, () '" 1 8P",I(Xi, B) 8P",I(Xi, B) 
n ~ X n X. ~ ~ 8B B'. 

;=1 1=1 P,,)(x;, B) 
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4. Estimation of Sequential Choice Mod~ls 

The above estimation methods can be extended to the estimation of sequellti;:d choice models. COIl~ldn 
a two stage decision problem. The consumer decides in the first stage the choice of the alternatives 1" . L 
with the choice probabilities (2.3). Conditional on the first stage outcome, a second decision will be millie. 
\Vithout loss of generality, consider the case that, only when II = 1, there will be il second stage choic(~ 011 

LI alternatives. Since the first and the second stage decision can be correlated, the conditional probabilities 
are in general functions of indices XCkI(Oo),"', XCkm(Oo), XCkm+I(OO),"', XCkm(Oo): 

where J I is a dichotomous indicator of the alternative 1,1 = 1,···,LI in the second stage decision. The 
additional indices XCkm+t(O),···, XCkm(O) where XCkm+k(O) = Sm+!: + w/3m+k(O) , /.; = 1"", In - m CilP

ture the attributes of the alternatives in the second stage decision. To simplify notations, let x8( 0) = 
(XCkI(O),··., XCkm(O)) and PI(xi610) = E(J1IIt = 1, x6(O)) be the conditional choice probability of alt.ernative 
I in the second stage choice conditional on II = 1 and the indices x6( 0). 

Similar to equation(2.4), for each 0 E e the probability function PI(xi610) can be estimated by 

where 

(-1.:3) 

and 

B ( .0) = 1 ~ I .F,(Xi6(B) - x j 6(B)) 
n x,, (n _ 1)bm ~ 1) \ b 

n j¢i n 

where k(-) is a kernel function on Rm and bn > 0 is a bandwidth sequence. The semiparametric ~r r L I~ 
which is analogous to (2.7) will be 

1 n L L, _ 

max - '"'[Ix (Xi) '"' Iii In Pn I(Xi, 0) + Ix' (xi)Ili '"' J/i In P" I(:r;. 0)]. 8EEl n ~ n ~ , n ~ , 

i=1 1=1 1=1 

A modified method which is analogous to (2.9) will be 

1 n L 

IJ1~'{~ L[IxJxi) LluI(An,/(xi,B) > ~n,Bn(Xi'O) > ~n)lnPn,/(xi,O) 
i=1 1=1 ( 4 Ji ) 

L, 

+ Ix .. (Xdlti L J/iI(An,/(Xi, B) > ~n, Bn(Xi, 0) > ~n) In Pn,r(x;, 0)]. 
1=1 

To justify these estimation methods, in addition to the previous assumptions, the following conditiolls 
are assumed: 

Assumption 6. 
(1) 6(B) is continuous and satisfies a Lipschitz condition on e, 
(2) The support S1: of X,X = (SI,,,,,Sm,w), is [1'1,1'2] x Sw where [1'1,1'2] is a III dimensional compact 

rectangle. For each w in Sw, the conditional density f(slw) where s = (51, ... ,5"1) conditional 011 tv is 
continuous in S, strictly positive and uniformly bounded on 51:' 

(3) The probabilities E( J1IIl = 1, x6( Bo)), I = 1,· .. , Ll are strictly positive and continllous on 5x . 

Assumption 7. 
(1) The kernel function k(·) on Rm is a function with bounded support tJ sllch that ID k(v)dv = 1 and 

ID Ik(v)ldv < 00. 
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(2) The kernel function R(-) satisfies a Lipschitz condition and it goes to zero ilt 1 he hOlllHlary or D 
(:3) The bandwidth slOquence bn is a positive sequence such that liITln_.Xl bn = O. 
(4) .\'" = {x E Sx : Tl,l + 6n :::; Sl:::; T2,1- 6n,1 = 1, .. ·,m} where {6n } is a positil'e slOf/ucnce Sllch 111:\1 

limn_co t = (x). 

Assumption 8. 
(1) The functions 6(8) are twice differentiable and their second order derivatives satisfy il Lipschilz condiLiol1 
(2) The kernel function function R (-) on Rm is twice differentiable and its second order dCI·i va 1 i ICS sa 1 i~ry 

a Lipschitz condition. 

Assumption 9. 
(1) The kernel R(-) is a high order kernel function with zero moments up to the ordcr .~ .. j = III + '2. 

(2) The bandwidth sequence {bn } is chosen with a rate such that limn_oo Innn b;;'+4 = x'. lilllll_'XJ /111;/ ",+ I I = 
(X) but limn_co nb~' = O. 

Assumption 10. 
The s + 1 order derivatives, ::,:\ f(slw), are continuous in s and uniformly bounded. 

These assumptions are parallel to the the assumptions 1)-5). They are needed owning to the additioll;:d 
indices and choice probabilities in the second stage decision. The asymptotic analysis of the properties of 
these ~rpLE for the sequential choice model will be similar to those for the polytol11ous choice models. 

Theorem 3. 
Under assumptions 1,2,6 and 7 and the conditions that linln_oo -I n am

n = (X) (lnd lilllll_c-o -I n h',',-' = 'x'. _ _ nn nn 

if for any 8 t= 8o ,PI(xaI8) t= PI(xa o I8o ) or Pj(x518) t= Pj(x5o I8o ) with positIVe probll/ulily for SOIllC lol'}. 
then both the semiparametric MPLE from (5.5) and (5.6) are consistent. 

Theorem 4. 
Under assumptions 1-10 and the identification condition in theorem 3, 

where e is the lvfPLE from (4.5) or (4-6), and 

(I. i) 
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5. Some Monte Carlo Simulations 

To investigate the finite sample properties of the ~[PLE for polytomous choice lllodels, we perroI'm SOIlIC 

small scale Monte Carlo simulations. Simulated data will be generated for two discrete choice models. 110t It 
are models with three choice alternatives but their disturbances are generated from different clistril)!ltioll~. 

The utility associated with alternative I is 

UI = XI + zl{3 + W/'Y + UI, 1= 1,2,3. (;j.l) 

where XI,X2 and X3 are generated by independently distributed truncated normal N(O, 1) random variables 
with support on [-1.8,1.8]; =1,Z2 and =3 are generated by independent uniform variables with support on 
[-1, 1], and WI, W2 and W3 are generated by independent Poisson variables with mean 2 but are truncatcd 
with support on [0, 5]. Such explanatory variables imply that the density functions of the corresponding 
indices are bounded alway from zero on their supports. The true parameters are 30 = 1 and 10 = -l. 
In the first model, the disturbances UI, I = 1,2,3 are generated by independent G LI mbel type [ extremc 
value distributions (EV D.) which imply the logit choice probabilities. In the second model, the cI is! 11 rbi! IIL·(';; 

UI, I = 1,2,3 are generated by independent N(O, 1) variables. These two models will be estill1i1ted by 0111' 

maximum profile likelihood procedure and by a logit likelihood subroutine (Iogit ~[LE). For the fi rst model, 
the logit MLE is a parametrically asymptotically efficient estimator but, for the second moclel, it will be 
inconsistent. These designs allow us to investigate the efficient· loss for the l'v[PLE as compared with the logit 
l\ILE in the first model and the robust gain in the second model. 

For the discrete choice models with three alternatives, the number of indices is In = 2. The kernel 
function on R2 chosen for the estimation of such models is the product of two univariate kernel functions of 
which each has the form: 

K4(t) = 2K(t) - ~K( ~) 
v2 v2 

(:).:? ) 

where 

K(t) = { ~~(1 - t
2
)3, if It I ~ 1 ° , otherWise. 

The kernel function J{(t) is a proper density function. This density function is computationally silllrie and 
is twice continuously differentiable on the real line with bounded third order derivative. The kernel function 
J(4(t) is a high order kernel with its first three moments being zero. The way of constructing such high order 
kernel functions from density functions is suggested in Bierens[1987]. The bandwith sequence {an} is chosen 
a.'5 

(.5 .:1) 

where CI is a constant proportional factor independent with sample size n. In the Monte Carlo study, variolls 
values for CI will be used to check the sensitivity of the MPLE with the bandwidth parameter. The sequence 
{ 8n } is chosen as 

(:)..1 ) 

where C2 is another constant factor. The regressors are trimmed whenver IXI - x31 > 3.6 - 8n or IX2 - x31 > 
3.6 - 8n . The constant factor C2 in the 8 is set to 0.3 so that the regressors are not excessi vely trillllned. 4The 
chosen kernel and the bandwidth sequences satisfy the regularity conditions in the assu mptions 2,3 and <\. 

To avoid the potential empty space phenomenon, i.e., empty neighborhoods at some points in the 
kernel density estimation, and difficulty with negative probability values for the log likelihood fUllction, tlte 
estimated probabilities Pn,l( Xi, 0) are modified by the following rules: 

1. If Bn(Xi,O) = 0 and An,I(Xi,O) = 0, set Pn,I(Xi,0) = I/L; 

4 Experiments with larger 6 do not seem to change much the estimates. 
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2. if Bn(x;, B) = 0, but An,I(x;, B) "# 0, set- Bn(x;, B) = 10- 10 
; 

3. if Pn,l(x;,B)::; 10- 1°, set Pn,I(Xj, B) = 10- 10 
; and 

4. if Pn,I(Xj, B) 2: 1 - 10- 1°, set Pn,I(Xj, B) = 1 - 10- 1°. 
These modifications guarantee the computed probabilities are properly bounded het lI"een zero and 011<.'. 

As we have argued in the theoretical sections, such modification will not change the asymptotic distribution 
of the ~IPLE. Such modifications are intuitively appealing and are adopted throughout the simulations. The 
log profile likelihood functions are maximized with the subroutine of downhill simplex method in Press ct ill 
[1986] with the logit estimates as one of t.he starting values. 5 

The results of the simulations are reported in four tables. In Table 1, we report result.s for the ~[PLE ilnd 
the logit rvlLE estimates derived with various sample sizes (N) and a couple of bandwidth factors c1 6 Salllple;; 
with sizes 100, 300 and 500 are generated. Throughtout the study, 200 simulations are performed for e<lch 
case. The summary statistics, namely, mean, standard deviation (SD) and root mean squared error (R:\[SE), 
are reported. The bandwidth factors Cl = 8 and Cl = 10 provide compatible results. The biases of the ~[PLE 
with Cl = 10 are on average smaller then the biases with Cl = 8 for the model with EV clistrurbances. Out 
the reverse is observed for the model with normal disturbances. The biases of the MPLE with these factor" 
are not large. The variances of the ~IPLE decrease as sample size increases with one exception. However 
the rate of decreasing is slower than the rate of the logit MLE. These sample sizes are probably not large 
enough for the asymptotic results to hold. Comparing the standard deviations of the ~[PLE with the ones 
of the logit MLE when the logit model is correctly specified, the loss of efficiency is about 20 to 40 percents 
for sample size 100. The loss of efficiency increases to about 50 percent for sample size :300 and about 6:3 
percent for sample size 500. The RMSE ratio is on average about 1.5 to 1 for sample size 100. They are 
about 2 to 1 for sample size 300 and 2.9 to 1 for sample size 500. 

For the second model with normal disturbances, the logit likelihood function is misspecified and t.he 
logit ~[LE is inconsistent. The biases of the logit MLE are much large~ than the biases of the ~[PLE for 
both factors 8 and 10 but their variances are smaller. Overall, the MPLE nave smaller RMSE than the logit 
MLE. 

To investigate more the sensitivity of the MPLE with the bandwidth parameter, estimates with hilnd
width factors 1, 5 and 15 in addition to the factors 8 and 10 are also computed. The summary statistics 
of the results, namely, mean, SD, RMSE, median, upper quartile (LQ) and lower quartile (LQ), are re
ported in Table 2. The sample size in these simulations are fixed at 300. The estimat.es are sensit.ive to 
the choice of the bandwidth factors. The mean, median, LQ and UQ of the estimates t.end to increase as 
the bandwidth becomes wider. Among them, the estimates with the factors 8 and 10 have the sillaliest 
biases. The variances and the RMSE are the largest for estimates with the largest or the smallest bandwidt.h 
factors. The estimates with factors 8 and 10 have the smallest RMSE. The sensitivity of :\[PLE with t.he 
bandwidth factors in these models raises issues on how to choose the bandwidth factors in practice. In t.he 
statistical literature for the estimation of density or regression functions, there are suggestions such as the 
use of cross validation (Silverman [1986]) procedure to choose the bandwidth parameter. However, sllch 
procedure is designded for density estimation and whether it is useful for the estimation of coefficients in 
semi parametric models is questionable. For kernel density estimation, small bandwidth will introdllce liuge 
variance but small bias and large bandwidth will have smaller variance but larger bias. For t.he est.imat.ion of 
the regression coefficients in the choice model, the evidence from Table 2 reveals different patterns. A simple 
procedure that seems to be useful for our model is based on the goodness-of-fit criterion. For each estimation, 
the average maximized log likelihood values are computed by deriving the maximized log likelhood function 
by the number of untrinuned observations. The column with the label AKL in Table 2 reports the mean of 
the average maximized log likelihood funtions for each factor. It is interesting to see that the models with 
the factors 8 and 10 provide the better fitted models. In the last row, we report the summary statistics fol' 
the estimator which corresponds to the estimate with the largest average log likelihood value among the five 
different bandwidth factors. This estimtor will have the same asymptotic properties as the MPLE with a 
fixed bandwidth seqence. The empirical evidence seems encouraging. The biases are small. The variances 

5 The sum of the vector (1, 0) and the logit estimator, and the sum of the vector (0, 1) and the logit 
estimator provide the other two starting points. 

6 The logit ML subroutine estimates the coefficient of the regressor x in addition to the coefficients of :: 
and w. For comparison, we report only the coefficients of z and w in the tables. 
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and the RMSE are only slightly larger than the best ones with the fixed bandwidths. COlnraring tiwill 
with the log it MLE in Table 1 with the EV distribution, the RMSE ratios are on averge 2.7 to 1. For I he 
misspecified model, the RMSE for this semiparametric estimator is slightly smaller than the R:\[SE of the 
logit MLE. 

To compare the performance of the MPLE for choice models with different choice alternatives, we haw' 
also estimated some dichotomous choice models. The dichotomous models are generated by the same randol1l 
utility stucture as in (5.1) except thr.t the third choice is deleted. The disturbances in the utility functions 
are generated by EV distributions. For the dichtomous choice model, the number of index is m = 1. The 
bandwidth sequence is chosen as 

The kernel function is J(4(t) in (5.2) and the Dn sequence is the same in (5.4). The results are reported in 
Table 3 and Table 4. A striking difference of these results with the results in Table 1 and Table 2 is that the 
MPLE for the dichotomous choice model are less sensitive with the bandwidth parameter. The eslillli1tes 
for the models with bandwidth factor 10 have the smallest RMSE. However, the biases are still small even 
with bandwidth factor 2.5. The other features of these results are similar to those of the polytomous choice 
case. The mean,median, LQ and UQ tend to increase with the bandwidth factors. The larger varii1l1ces 
and RMSE of the estimates are associated with the large factors as well as the small factors. The minimllm 
average log likelihood criterion provides good semi parametric estimates. 

TABLE 1. 

Polytomous Choice Model with 3 alternatives 

N 100 300 :.>00 
EV D. Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE 
factor {31 .991 .413 .411 .919 .375 .383 .907 .362 .37:3 

8 {32 -.863 .235 .271 -.856 .217 .260 -.850 .195 .246 

factor {31 1.167 .547 .569 1.077 .385 .392 1.105 .373 .387 
10 {32 -1.038 .367 .367 -1.018 .208 .208 -1.016 .203 .20:3 

logit {31 1.045 .340 .341 1.027 .182 .184 1.022 .136 .138 
MLE {32 -1.042 .207 .210 -1.023 .111 .113 -1.010 .074 .075 

Normal D. Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE Mean SD RMSE 
factor {31 1. 053 .477 .478 1.061 .379 .383 1.036 .321 .323 

8 {32 -.963 .222 .224 -.980 .201 .202 -.995 .190 .190 

factor {31 1.277 .490 .561 1.170 .338 .378 1.227 .347 .414 
10 {32 -1.192 .298 .353 -1.132 .207 .245 -1.143 .186 .234 

logit {31 1.382 .387 .542 1.326 .215 .390 1.319 .161 .357 
MLE {32 -1.358 .218 .419 -1.326 .118 .347 -1.321 .089. .333 
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TABLE 2. 
Results of Various Bandwidth Factors 
Polytomous choice with 3 alternatives 

Design: sample size 300 

EV D. 

factor ~Iean SD R~ISE l\Iedian LQ UQ t\ L [\ 

/31 .611 .460 .602 .564 .311 .822 -:\.1:1:1 
(Jz -.464 .289 .609 -.416 -.602 -.279 

5 {31 .693 .360 .473 .649 .442 .907 -.810 

{32 -.609 .224 .450 -.589 -.712 -.4.52 

8 {31 .919 .375 .383 .868 .690 1.110 -.749 
{32 -.856 .217 .260 -.843 -.971 -.726 

10 {31 1.077 .385 .392 1.010 .832 1.320 -.742 
{32 -1.018 .208 .208 -1.020 -1.140 -.897 

15 {31 1.508 .461 .685 1.470 1.230 1. 77.5 -.703 
{32 -1.510 .282 .583 -1.490 -1.670 -1.32.5 

mm {31 1.055 .423 .426 .962 .764 1.265 -.728 
{32 -1.042 .343 .345 -.979 -1.195 -.805 

Normal D. 

factor Mean SD RMSE Median LQ UQ ALK 

(31 .i14 .501 .576 .648 .411 .910 -~.95.5 

{32 -.608 .353 .527 -.516 -.732 -.411 

5 {31 .773 .341 .409 .775 .565 .969 -.691 
{32 -.705 .199 .356 -.699 -.827 - .. 551 

8 {31 1.061 .379 .383 .999 .817 1.240 -.635 
{32 -.980 .201 .202 -.961 -1.085 -.854 

10 {31 1.170 .338 .378 1.140 .953 1.370 -.6:3.5 
{32 -1.132 .207 .245 -1.130 -1.235 -1.02.5 

15 {31 1.697 .372 .790 1.700 1.465 1.910 -.657 
{32 -1.684 .269 .735 -1.680 -1.790 -1.530 

mm {31 1.086 .364 .373 1.030 .822 1.310 -.619 
{32 -1.073 .311 .319 -1.015 -1.205 -.891 
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- TABLE 3. 

Dichotomous Choice Models 

N 100 300 500 
EV distribution l\[ean SO RMSE Mean SO RMSE Mean SD R\lSE 
factor {31 l.093 .720 .722 l.062 .398 .402 1.076 .364 .:)11 
5 {32 -l.031 .642 .640 -1.039 .278 .280 -1.022 .:321 .:321 

factor {31 1.151 .709 .721 1.101 .349 .363 1.128 .:326 .:326 
10 {32 -1.148 .565 .581 -l.091 .245 .261 -1.085 .2 c 11 .255 

TABLE 4. 
Results of Various Bandwidth Factors 

dichotomous choice models 

Design: sample size 300 

EV dlstnbutlOn 

factor Mean SO RMSE Median LQ UQ ALK 

/31 1.034 .495 .495 1.020 .666 l.365 -.. ')05 
{32 -.759 .297 .382 -.771 -.937 -.546 

2.5 {31 1.020 .397 .397 .985 .739 l.270 -.449 
{32 -.990 .292 .292 -.943 -1.170 -.789 

5 {31 1.062 .398 .402 1.010 .784 1.305 -.440 
{32 -1.039 .278 .280 -.993 -1.150 -.865 

10 {31 1.101 .349 .363 l.070 .861 1.285 -.444 
{32 -1.091 .245 .261 -1.070 -1.215 -.913 

15 {31 1.322 .352 .477 l.320 1.090 1.525 -.411 
{32 -l.312 .288 .424 -l.310 -1.460 -1.130 

20 {31 1.723 .473 .864 1.720 1.450 1.995 -.524 
{32 -1.683 .380 .781 -1.685 -1.895 -1.470 

min {31 1.011 .354 .354 .993 .765 1.210 -.434 
{32 -1.024 .260 .261 -.985 -1.150 -.854 
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6. Proof of Consistency 

The asymptotic properties of our semiparametric maximum froRle likelihood estilllatiolls c1CpClld 011 

the uniform convergence properties of the non parametric fUllctions. These folloll' from the folloll'illg tIl'() 

propositions. 

Proposition 1. (A Uniform Law of Large Numbers) Let {yd be a seqllence of l.l.d. randolll 
vectors. Suppose that the measurable function g(y,(3,an ) can be represented by the forlll: 

where On = 0(n1,) with p > 0,(3 E B,s(y,(3) is a m dimensional vector value functIOn (/nd d > Ill. 5uppo.,e 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) B is a compact subset of a finite dimensional Euclidean space. 

(ii) hey, (3, s) is a bounded function which satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to J and s. The fu II dlnll 

s(y, (3) satisfies also a Lipschitz condition with (3. 
(iii) E(h 2(y,(3,s(y,(3)/a n) = O(a~) uniformly in (3 E B. 

Iflimn_ oo Innna~d-m = 00, then ~ 2:7:1 g(Yj,(3,an ) - E(g(y,(3,an )) 2.... 0, unlformll] in J3 E B. 
In particular, when d = m, for any t > 0, there exists constants co, Cl and C'2 /L'iI!, Co > 0, Cl > ° SlIci, 

that 

Proof: This is a special case of a uniform law numbers in Ichimura[1987] (see also Ichimura and Lee 
[1988]). 

Proposition 2.Let K(v) be a kernel function on Rm with a bounded support D. For each ° E 8, 1~«() 
and Tl UJ) denote the upper and lower limits of the values of the continuous random veclor t(::, 0) in R"'. 51111-

pose that the density function g(tIO) oft(z,O) and the conditional expectation E(c(::, z;,O)lt,::;) are hOllllded 
and uniformly continuous in t, uniformly in (0, Zj). Then 

I ., )l,(t(Zj,O)-t(z,O»I) « I() ( II sup Elclz,zj,O-;;;I\ Zj -ECZ,Zj,O)tZj,O,::;)g(t::i,O)O) ~o 
(z"9)EZ,, an an 

where Zn = ((z,0)IT1(0) + 8n ~ t(z,O) ~ T2(0) - 8n } with 8n > 0 and limn_ ro ~ =:0. Furthermore. 

if K (v) is a kernel function with zero moments up to the order s·, i . e., fD V~I ... v~ [{ (v) dv = 0, for a/l 
ij ~ O,j = 1, ... ,m;il + ···+im < s·, and the functions g(tIO) and E(c(z,zj,O)lt,zi) are di./Jerel1tiah/c III t 
to the order s· and these derivatives are uniformly bounded, then 

1 t(Zj,O)-t(z,O) ," 
sup IE(c(z, Zj, O)-;;;K( )Izj) - E(c(z, zj,O)lt(zj, 0), Zi)g(t( ::j, 0)10)1 = O(a n ). 

(z"9)EZ,, an an 

Proof: This result is abstracted from Ichimura [1987] and Ichimura and Lee [1988] lI'ith special eillphasis 
. on the trimming sequence Zn. For convenient reference, a proof is provided in the appendix. 

These two theorems are strong enough to imply the uniform convergence of An,I(Xj, 0) and Bn(xj, 0) 011 

Xn X e. The variances of An,I(Xj, 0) and Bn(xj, 0) have the familar order O( n~::,) uniformly on 51: x e, i.e., 

and 

1 
sup var(An,l(x"O)lxj) = 0(----;;-) 
S~xEl nan 
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Proposition 1 implies that if limn_co Innn a;-:' =-00, 

sup IAnAx;, B) - E(An,I(X;, B)lx;)1 ~ 0 
Szx0 

and 

sup IBn(x;, B) - E(Bn(Xj, B)lx;)1 ~ 0 (IH) 
S"x0 

Proposition 2 guarantees that 

sup IE(An,l(x;,B)lx;) - E(Idx;a(B))p(xjaIBJI- 0 (G.Ii) 
X"x0 

and 

sup IE(Bn(Xj,B)lx;) - p(x;aIB)I- O. (G.G) 
X.x0 

Since p(x;aIB) and E(Idxja(B)) are bounded away from zero on 5" x e, uniform convergence implies that 
infx"x0 Bn(xj, B) and infx.x0 An,I(Xj,B) are bounded away from zero in probability. The nonparametric 
probability function Pn,l(xj,B) as a ratio of AnAxj,B) over Bn(xj,8) will therefore converge in probability 
to E(Idx;a(B)) uniformly in (xj,8) E Xn x e. These arguments are from Ichimura and Lee[1988]. In the 
previous article, the trimming sets are fixed and are not depended on sample size. For the appt'Oach here. the 
trimming sets are expanding as sample size increases, so special attention has been taken in its construction 
(assumption 2(4)) to overcome the troublesome caused at the boundary of the support of the indices. In 
summary, if limn _ oo Innn a;-:' = 00, 

sup IBn(xj,8) - p(xjaI8)1 .E... 0 (G.I) 
X"x0 

sup IAn,I(Xj, 8) - E(Idxja)p(xjaI8)1 .E... 0 (6.8) 
X.x0 

sup !Pn,l{Xj,8) - E(Idxja)1 .E... O. ( 6.9) 
X.x0 

and there exists a positive constant 6 > 0 such that 

lim P( inf Bn(xj,8) 2:: 6) = 1 
n-oo X"x0 

(6.10) 

and 

lim P( inf An,l{ X;, 8) 2:: 6) = 1. 
n-oo x"xe 

(6.11 ) 

These last two properties guarantee that the log likelihood function in (2.7) will be well defined wi th prob
ability 1 as sample size increases. 

Define the functions 

and 

L 

Q*(8) = E{L [lin PI(xaI8)} 
1=1 

L 

= LPI(xa«(}o)18o) In PI(xaI8) 
1=1 
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The classical uniform law of large number (e.g.,Amemiya[19S.5],theorem 4.2.1) implies thilt Q~,(O) !... q"(O) 
uniformly in O. On the other hand, 

1 n . L 
Qn(O) - Q~(O) = ;; L IXn(Xi) L 1I;[lnPn,l(xi,O) - In PI(.r, f)' 10)] 

;=1 1=1 

implies 
sup IQn(O) - Q~(O)I 
o 

L 

~ L ?UP lin Pn,I(Xi, 0) - In PI(xiCl'IO)1 
1=1 Xnx0 

2......0 
as PnAXi, 0) converges in probability to PI(xiCl'IO) uniformly on Xn x e, and Pn,I(.ri, 0) and PI(·l'iO 10) arc 
bounded away from zero in probability. Jensen's inequality implies 00 maximizes Q"(O). [I \\'ill be tlH~ lI/1iqlle 
minimizer iffor any O:j:. 00 , PI(xCI'IO) :j:. PI (XCI'o 1(0 ) with positive probability for some Sllbsct of x, for o'ol11e I. 
This is an identification condition. Under this identification condition, the semiparall1ctric 111axilllllill pl'Ofile 
likelihood estimator iJ from (2.7) is consistent. 

With (3.3) and (3.8), 

Qn(O) -Qn(O) 

1 n L 

= ;; L Ixn(x;) L lldl- I(An,l(xi, 0) > 6.n, Bn(Xi, 0) > 6. n)} In PIlI(.r;, 0). 
i=1 1=1 

which implies 

sup IQn(O) - Qn(O)1 
o 

L (fUel) 

~ L SUp 11-I(AnAXi'0) > 6.n, Bn(x;,O) > 6.n)l· SUp IlnPn,I(.l'i.O)I· 
1=1 Xnx0 Xnx0 

Since Pn.I(X;, 0) is bound~d alway from 0 on Xn X e in probability, sup x n x0 jln Pn,I(:ri, 0) I = Op(l) U niforl1l 
convergence of Qn(O) - Qn(O) to zero in probability will follow if 

sup 11- I(An,l(x;, 0) > 6.n, Bn(x;, 0) > 6.n )1 2- O. 
Xnx9 

For any f > 0, by Markov inequality, 

P( sup 11 -1(An,l(x;, 0) > 6.n , Bn(x;,O) > 6. n )1 ;::: f) 
Xnx9 
1 

~ -E( sup 11-I(An,I(X;, 0) > 6.n, Bn(x;,O) > 6. n)I). 
f Xnx0 

Since Xn x e is compact, supx x9 11-I(An,l(x,0) > 6.n, Bn(x,O) > 6.n )1 = 1 if and only if there exists 
(in, On) E Xn x e such that An",I(Xn, On) ~ 6.n or Bn(in, On) ~ 6.n. Therefore, 

E( sup 11 - I(An,l(x;, 0) > 6.n, Bn(x;, 0) > 6.n)l) 
X"x9 

= P(An,I(Xn, On) ~ 6.n, or Bn(xn, On) ~ 6.n, for some (xn, On) E Xn X e) 

~ P(X~~9 B,,(x, 0) ~ 6.,,) + P(X~n!9 A",I(X,O) ~ 6.,,) 

and 
P( sup 11-I(A",I(x,O) > 6.", B,,(x,O) > 6.,,)1;::: f) 

X"x9 
(G. 1.5) 

~ ~[P( inf B,,(x,O) ~ 6.,,) + P( inf An,I(X,O) ~ 6.,,)] 
f X"x9 X"x9 

which converge to zero as n goes to infinity, since 6." tends to zero and both Bn(x,O) and An,l(;r,O) are 

bounded away form zero on X" x e in probability. The consistency ofiJ follows as QnUJ) converges to Q"(O) 
in probability uniformly on e. 
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i. Proof of Asymptotic Distribution 

The convergence of the terms on the right hand side of (3.5) will depend on the convergence of t.he first 

and second order derivatives of the non parametric functions. The following two proposi t iOlls are lISeflil. 

Pl'oposition 3 
Lei [{( v) be a kernel function on R m with a bounded support D such Ihal !d /.) goes 10 ::ero III Ihe 

boundary of D and its gradient tv [{(v) is bounded. Suppose that the density /lIlIcllO// y(/IO) 0/1(::.0). II, 

gradient /ig(tle). the conditional expectation E(c(::,::j,e)lt,::;) and its denvaln'e !rE(c(::.::;,O)lt.::,) lire {{II 
uniformly continuous In t, uniformly in (::j, e) and are uniformly bounded. Then 

. 1 a, t(Zj, e) - t(z, e) I 
lIm sup IE(c(z,Zj,e) m+l -;:;-1\( ) z;) 

n-oo (z,,8)E Z n an uV an 

a a 
- [g(t(Zi, e)le) at E(c(z, Zj, e)lt(zj, e), Zj) + E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(::j,O),::;) 8t g(t(::;, 0)10)]1 

=0 

where Zn is defined in proposition 2. 
Furthermore, if J(v) has zero moments up to the order s·, g(tIO) and E(c(::, ::i, 0)1t) are dijJerellliah/e 

in t up to the order s· + 1, and these derivatives are uniformly bounded, then 

IE( ( ~ ~. n)_l_i.j.,(t(Zj,O) - t(z,O»)1 .) 
sup C .. ,."U m+l!l \ Z, 

(z,,8)EZn an uV an 

a a 
- [g(t(z;, 0)10) at E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, 0), z;) + E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, 0), z;) atg(I(::i, 0)10)]1 

= O(a~·). 

Proposition 4 
Let J(v) be a twice dijJerentialbe kernel function on Rm with a bounded Sllpport D sllch Ihat [{( v) 

and its gradient tv [{(v) go to zero at the boundary of D, and the gradient tv [(v) 1I1Ir! ils hess/(/I/ 1lIIIII'IX 

a~;VIJ(V) are bounded. Suppose that the density function g(tIO) oft(z,fJ), its deTl1'allt'es -itE(c(::,::;,O)II) 

and a~;tIE(c(z,zj,e)lt) are uniformly continuous in t, uniformaly in (Zj,fJ), and are uniformly hOllllded. 
Then 

. I « n) 1 02 (t( Zj, 0) - t( z, 0) I lIm sup E c z, Zj, U m+2 ~J( z;) 
n-oo (z.,8)E Z n an uVuV an 

~ a a 
- [g(t(Zj, 0)10) ~ E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(zj, 0)) + -;:;-g(t( Zj, 0)10) n- E(c( z, Zj, O)lt( Z;, fJ») 

uvutl uV uv' 

a a 02 

+ -;:;- E( c( z, Zj, O)lt( Zj, 0)) n-g(t( Zj, 0) 10) + E( c( z, Zj, O)lt( Zj, 0) ~g(t( Zj, 0) 10)]1 
uV uv' . uvuv' 

=0 

These two proposltlOns are again abstracted from the results in Ichimura[1!.l8i] and Ichilllllra anu 

Lee[1988]. For reference the proofs are provided in the appendix. 
The first order derivatives of An,I(Xj,O) and Bn(xj,O) with respect to 0" are 

aAn,l(xj,O)_ 1 ~I (00: ao:)aJ.'"(XjO:-XjCl) 
- ~ I' Xj--X'- - \ 

00" (n - l)a~+l .~. J 00" J aOk av an 
Jr' 

(7.1 ) 

and 
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(i~) 

The variances of &.4 n ai
B
X,,8) and &8a~x,) have the familiar order O(~) uniformly ill (.1:;.17) E 8.1' x A. It 

nan 

is apparent from (3.1) and assumption,5 that p(tIB) will be continuously differentiahle in t up to order $" + I 
and these derivatives are uniformly bounded. For any integrable function h (x), 

E(h(x)lt) = J h(t - wB, w)f(t - wBlw)dv(w)/p(tIO). ( i.:\) 

So assumption 5 implies that if h(x) is continuously differentiable to order s' + 1 and these dcriv;\1 iv<:s 
are bounded, the expectation E(h(x)lt) will also have the same differentiability and bounded ness properties. 
These properties justify the conditions in propositions 5 and 6 applied to the first two cieri vati yes of .-I",d·r. 17) 
and Bn(x,O). Proposition 1 and proposition 3 imply that iflimn _ oo Innn0;;,+2 =:-0, 

1

8Bn (X i 'O) _ 8B(Xi, 0) 1_ (1) 
iUSe 80 80 - op 

n 

and 

where 

and 

Similarly, proposition 1 and proposition 4 imply that if limn _ oo Innn a;;,+4 = 00, 

and 

The explicit expressions of 82:i:e/l and &2:~~~~,8l are rather complicate but can be 
and Lee[1988]. However, those expressions are not needed for our subsequent analysis. 
An ,(x,,9) 't r II th t h I' ...!l.. m+4 Bn(x;,9) ,I LO ows a w en Iffin_oo In n an = 00, 

and 

where 
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(i.Ci ) 

(iJi) 

(i,8) 

(7,9) 

found in Ichilllllra 
Since Pn,l( Xi, 17) = 

(7,10) 

(7,11 ) 



(i.1 :2) 

These properties imply that when limn_oo Innn a;:,+4 = (Xl, 

(i 1:)) 

This can be seen as follows: 

(i.ll) 

= T. (B) _ ~ ~ I, ( .) ~ 1 8Pn,I(Xj, B) 8Pn,t(x;, B) + ~ ~ I . (x) ~ 8" PnAXi. 0) 
n.n n~ x.x. ~p (X' B) fJB 8B' n~ An ,~ 0000' 

;=1 1=1 n,1 ., .=1 1=1 

where 

Tn.n( B) 

=~~I (.)~( 1 8
2
Pn ,t{Xj,B)_ 1 8Pn,t(Xj,B)8Pn ,l(xi,0))(I_P (X 0)). 

L..J Xn X, L..J p ( . B) ~BfJB' p2 ( . B) 8B 8B' II n,1 I' 
n ;=1 1=1 n,1 X" U n,1 X" 

(i.1.5) 

The last term is identically zero since L:f::l Pn,l(xj,B) = 1. Uniform convergence of P",t(Xi,O) ill (G.9), 
its derivatives in (7.10) and Pn,I(X;, B) being bounded away from zero in probability on Xn x e illlply that 
the difference between Tn,n(B) and Tn,co(B), where 

Tn,co(B) 

= ~ ~ I (x.) ~( 1 8
2 
PI(xjoIB) _ 1 8PI(x;oIB) 8PI(x;oIB) )(1 _ P (x.a:IO (i.lG) 

n tSt Xn I ~ PI(x;oIB) 8BaB' p?(x;oIB) 8B 80' II I I )) 

goes to zero in probability uniformly in BEe. By the law of large number for i.i.d. variables, Tn,co(O) -1'

Tco(fJ) where 

Tco(B) 

~ 1 82PI(xoI0) 1 8PI(xoI0)8PI(xoI0) (i. Ii) 
= ~ E[( PI(xoIO) 8080' - P?(xoIO) 80 80' )(PI(x;ooIBo) - PI(x;oIO))] 

is continuous in O. Since 0 is a consistent estimate of 00 , it follows that Tn,n(O) _P- Too(Bo) = O. lIence the 
result in (7.13) follows. 

It remains to investigate the remaining term in (3.5). As 

(i.18) 
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by a Taylor expansion up to the second order, 

where 

and 

Rn 

=_1 ~I (X.)~I.[ ____ 1_(8AnAi)_8AI(i))(A (i)_A(i))+ ___ l_. 8An-,I(i)(A (i)-'-\(i))~ 
Vn L... x~ • L... fa A2 (i) 88 88 n,1 1 A3 (i) fJO n,1 I 

.=1 1=1 n,1 , n,1 

___ 1_( 8Bn(i) _ 8B(i) )(B (i) _ B(i)) _ ~ 8B~(i) (B (i) _ B(i))2) 
+ B~(i) 88 80 n B~(i) 88 n 

(721 ) 
where An,I(i) = An,I(Xi,8o ), Bn(i) = Bn(Xi,8o ), AI(i) = EUdxjO'o)p(xjO'oIOo), B(i) = p(xjO'oIOo) , .-\,tf(i) 

lies between An,l(i) and AI(i) and &A;;~(i) lies between &A;;~(i) and &A~8(j) etc. 
The asymptotic distribution of (7.18) can be investigated by analyzing each term separately. The 

remainder term Rn can be shown to converge in probability to zero. The first two terms can be analyzed hy 
U statistic theory and standard central limit theorem. The following proposition abstracts from the analysis 
in Ichimura and Lee(1988). 

Proposition 5 
Let Cj ,n(ZI,"',Zi_I,Zj+l,,,,,Zn; z;), j = 1,2 be two sequences of measurable fU1Iclions of all I. I. d. 

sample {Zj}. Suppose that, for each j, 
(l) sUPz"IE(Cj ,n(ZI,' .. , Zn; Z;)IZi) - Cj(z;)1 = O(a~j) , for some measurable functio1ls Cj(z;) ,und 
(2) sUPz" var(Cj,n(ZI,"', Zn; zi)lz;) = O( n::j ) , j = 1,2. 

If /2 /2 I· r.+rl d I' 2(3.+3l) 0 th SI > r2 , S2 > rl ,lmn _ oo nan = 00 an Imn _ oo nan =, ' .en 

Proof: See appendix. 

Since An,/(i) and Bn(i) converge in probability uniformly on Xn to well defined limits which at'e bOllnded 
alway from zero in probability in (6.7),(6.8),(6.10) and (6.11), An,/(i) and Bn(i) are bounded away uniformly 

f . b b'l' F h . ~ d &A",I(i) . b b'l' &p(x 80 1 I rom zero m pro a Ilty. urt ermore, smce 88 an 8S converge m pro a 1 tty to 89' aile 

&AI(;tSol uniformly on Xn in (7.4) and (7.5) and these limits are bounded, &8&"8(j) and &A;;bdi ) are bounded 
in probability. It follows that 
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As the kernel function J\(-) has zero moments up to the order s·, proposition 2 and proposition 3 imply that 

sup IE(Bn(x;, 8)lx;) - B(x;, 8)1 = O(a~·), (7.22) 
X"xEl 

(7.2:3) 

II E( OBn(x;,8)1 .) _ oB(x;,8) 11- O( •• ) 
':~JEl 08 XI 08 - an (7.2·1) 

and 

II E( oAn,/(x;, 8) I .) _ oA( i) 11= 0' •. ) 
}"uJEl 08 XI 08 ,an . (7.25) 

As it has been pointed out before, the variances of An,/(i) and Bn(i) have order O( n~m) and the variances 

f &A" Iii) d &B,,(;) I d O( 1 ) 'r I' S·· 2 I' n 2(m+l) I o --a9""" an &1} lave or er ----;;;-:r; unllorm y III X;. Illce s = m + ,lmn - oo nan = 00 ;) Il( 
nan 

limn_co na~·· = a by assumption 4, proposition 5 implies that all the terms in (7.21) and Rn converge to 
zero in probability. 

The term Ln in (7.19) will also converge to zero in probability. The following result on U statistic will 
be useful. 

Proposition 6 
Let {z;} be an i.i.d.sample and <l>n(Zl, z2,an) be a sequence of measurable fun.ctions wIth ba1ldwidth (In. 

Suppose that 
(1) there exist square integrable functions hj(z), i = 1,2 such that 

IE(<I>n(Zl,72,an)lzdl::;h1(zt}; IE(<I>n(z2,zl,an)l zdl::;h 2(zd, 

(2) E(<I>n(Zl,Z2' an» = O(a~) and var(~n(Zl,z2,an» = 0(+) for all n, and 
an 

(3) limn_co E(<I>n(Zl,z2,an)lzj) = a,a.e., i = 1,2. 
If liffin_co Fna~ = a and liffin_co na~ = 00, then 
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Proof: See appendix. 

Let 

We note that from (7.20), Ln = \Tn(~-I) 2::7=1 2::j~i ~n (Xi, Ii, xi, Ii, an)· It is apparent from (7 .2G) I hilt 

E( ~~ (Xi, Ii, xi, Ii, an)IXi, I;) = O( m\,) uniformly in (Xi, Id· Therefore E( ~~ (Xi, Ii,.xi, Ii, an)) = O( ml+2)' 
an an 

It is also clear from the biases in (7.22)-(7.25) that 

E(~n(Xi' Ii, Xi, Ij , an)IXi, I;) = O(a~') 
uniformly in (Xi, Ii). Hence E( ~n (Xi, Ii, X j, Ii, an)) = O( a~·). It remains to analyze the following term: 

where 

and 

E(~n(Xi' Ii, Xi, Ii,an)lxi, I;) 
L 

= 2)Iti E[W1•n(xi, Iti, x;)lxil - Iii E[Wz.n(Xj, Iii, x;) Ix;] 
1=1 
- E[W3 .n(Xi, Iii, xi)lx;] + E[W4.n(Xj,Ili,x;)lxi]} 

( 1.21) 

(7.28) 

( 1.2!)) 

(7.:30) 

(i" .:31) 

Under assumption 1(3), all the conditional expectations in (7.28)-(7.31) are continuous almost every
where in XjQ o . At the continuity points, similar arguments in the proofs of the propositions 2 and 3 imply. 
for each component 0,.,7 

7 We recall that in the following equations the partial derivatives with respect to the argument t refer to 
the partial derivatives with respect to the indices XQ. 
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o oo(eo) 1 = -p(x;oo leo) . tr ot [EUI(X - xiJ ---ao;-Ixjoo) A
I
( i)] 

oo(eo) 1 0 
- E(II(x - X;)---ao;-IXiOO) AI(i) otp(x;ooIOo)/p(xiooIOo) 

o OO( eo) = -p(xjooIOo)' tr ot[E((x - X;)---ao;-IXiOo)/P(x;ooleo)] 
(I.T.!) 

oo( eo) 0 
- (E(xlxiOo) - x;)---ao;- otp(x;ooleo)/p(x;ooleo) 

o oo(eo) = -tr-E(xlx·o )--ot I 0 oele 

and 

lim E(W3,n(xj,Ilj,xihlx;) 
n-oo 

o oo(eo) 1 oo(eo) 1 0 
= -p(x;ooleo) . tr ot [E(II(x - xi)---ao;-Ixjoo) B(i)]- E(II(x - x;) ---ao;-lxjQo) B(i) ol P(XiOo 100 ) 

o ao( eo) = -p(xjooleo)tr at [E((x - x;)---ao;-lx;oo)E(Il!x;oo)/P(XiOoleo)] 

00(00 ) 0 
- E((x - x;)~lxjoo)E(Il!xiOO) atp(X;Oo leo)/p(x;oo leo) 

a ao(eo) ao(eo) 0 
= -E(Il!xjoo), tr-;;-E(x-",-Ixjoo) - (E(xlx;oo) - x;}-;n--;;-E(Il!xjoo) 

vt v(h., VUl: vt 
(1.:3:1) 

by using the porperty E(xII/i = l,xjoo) = E(xlxiOo). At eo, equation(i.7) is 

oAI(Xj,eo) 
oele 

o Oo(eo) 1 Oo(eo) op(XjOo 100) = tr ot[E(Xi - XIXiOO)ao;-E(Il!x;oo) p(xiOoIOo) + (x; - E(xlx;oo))ao;-E(II!.rjoo) ot 

a 00(00 ) 00(00 ) 0 = -tr ot E(xIXjOo )ao;-E(Il!x;oo )p(x;ooIOo) + (x; - E(xlxiOo))~ ot [E(III·L'iOo )P(XiOo 100 )]. 

Hence, 

lim E(W2n (xj, Ilj, x;)lx;) 
n-oo 

_ [ 0 ( 00 ( 00 ) I - ] ( I 2 . - -tr at E XIXiCl'o)~E(I1 XjCl'o)p(XjCl'o 100) E IdXjOo )p(X;Oo 00 )/.'11 (I) (7.:34) 

a aCl'( 00 ) 

= -tr at E(xlx;CI'o)ao;- a.e. 

Similarly, from equation (7.6), 

(7.35) 
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Therefore, it follows from(7.27), 

L 

= ~ {h lim E[W1,n(Xj, Ilj, xi)lxi] - Iii lim E[IV2 ,n(xj, Ilj' .r; )1·1:;] ~ n-co n-oo 
'=1 

- lim E[W3 ,n(Xj,IIj,Xj)lx;] + lim E]W4 ,n(xj,Ilj,xj)lx;]} 
fl.-CO n-oo 

L fJo(Bo) fJ 
= L(E(xlxjoo) - x;)~ fJtE(It!Xjoo) a.e. 

1=1 k 

= 0 a.e. 

since 'Lf=1 II = 1 implies 'Lf:1 itE(It!XiOO) = /tE('Lf=1 I1Ixjoo) = O. Assumpt.ion ·1(2) implic;; 111<lt 

..;na~· -- 0 and na;;'+2 - 00. The conditions in proposition 6 are satified and we conclude Ln _1_' O. 

As Ln and Rn converge to zero in probability, * 'L7=1 IX .. (Xi) 'Lf=1 Iii :8 In Pll,/(.Cj, ( 0 ) is asymptot.i

cally equivalent to In 'L7=1 Ix .. (Xi) 'Lf=1 Iii :9 In PI(XiQoIBo)) from equation (7.19). The mean of the later 
quantity is 

L fJ 
vnE(Ix,.(x) L II fJB In PI(XQoIBo)) 

1=1 

L fJ 
= vnE(Ix" (X) L fJBPI(XQoIBo)) 

1=1 

=0 

because 'Lf=l PI(xQIB) = 1 for all BEe and :9 'Lf=1 P1(XQIB) = O. Central limit theorem for double (UTay 
implies that 

where 

L fJ fJ 
n = L E(PI(XQoIBo) fJB In P1(xQoIBo) fJB' In P1(XQoIBo)) 

1=1 

L = LE( 1 fJPI(XQo!Bo)) fJPI(XQoIBo)) 
1=1 PI(XQoIBo) fJB fJB' 

The asymptotic distribution of the semi parametric MLE {j from (2.7) follows. 

From inequality (6.14), 

L 

sup In(Qn(O) - On(O))1 ~ L sup nll- I(AnAx;,O) > ~n, Bn(Xj , 0) > 6 n)1 . Op(l). 
EI 1=1 X .. xEl . 

which will converge in probability to zero if 

(/ .:3G) 

(7.:3'1) 

for each I. In fact, I(An,I(Xi'O) > ~n, Bn(x;, 0) > ~n) can converge in probability to unity uniformly on 
Xn x e at a nearly exponential rate. Specifically, we can show that for any finite s ~ 0, 
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n' sup 11 - I(An,I(xi, B) > ~n, Bn(Xi, 0) > ~n)1 -p- O. (i;\~) 
Xnx0 

For any given t > 0, we have from (6.15) that 

P(n' sup 11- I(An,l(xi'O) > ~n,Bn(Xi,B) > ~n)l;::: t) 
X.x0 

< n' [P( inf Bn(Xi,O) < ~n) + P( inf An I(Xi,B) < ~,,)l. 
- t Xnx0 - X.x0' -

(i.:l!l) 

Since p(xaIB) is strictly bounded alway from zero on 5J: x e, there exists a posit.ive constant [, sllch that 
p(xaIB) ;::: [, for all (x,B) E 5x x e. When n is sufficiently large, ~n < ~ and 

[, 
P( inf Bn(Xi,B) ~ ~n) ~ P( inf Bn(Xi,B) < -2)' 

Xnx0 Xnx0 

As E(Bn(Xi, B)lxi) converges to p(xiaIO) uniformly on Xn xe from (6.6), E(Bn(Xi, O)lx;) ;::: p(xiaIO)-1 ;::: ~8 
on Xn x e for sufficiently large n. Therefore the event infxnx0 Bn(Xi,O) < ~ implies E(Bn(x;,O)I.f;) -
Bn(Xi,O) 2: ~[, - t6 = £ for some (Xi, B) E Xn x e for large n. Hence 

P( inf Bn (Xi, 0) < -2
6

) 
Xnx0 

6 
~ P( sup IBn(Xi,O) - E(Bn(Xi,O)lxi)l;::: -4) 

X.x0 

~ coexp( -( Cl na;:' + C2 In n)) 

for some constants Co, Cl and C2 where Co > 0 and Cl > 0 by the uniform law of large number in proposition 
1. It follows that 

n' P(X~n!0 Bn(Xi, 0) ~ ~n) ~ coexp( -(clna;:' + (C2 - s) In n)) 

which will converge to zero as ~:~ -- 00. Similarly, since EUdxa(O)) is also bounded alway [rom zero 011 

5x x e, n' P(infx. x0 An,I(Xi, 0) ~ ~n) -- 0 as ~:~ -- 00. The result (7.38) follows from (7.39). Therefore, 

which implies that fo.(8 - ( 0 ) is asymptotically equivalent to fo.(8 - ( 0 ) ( Amemiya [1982]). 
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8. Proof of The Asymptotic Properties .. for The Sequential Choice Models 

Under the assumptions 6-10, corresponding to equations(6.7),(6.8) and (6.0), we have 

sup IBn(xj, B) - E(h IXjD(B))P(XjDIB)I2-.0. (,;; l) 
X .. x0 

sup IAn,I(Xj,B) - E(.JtlIli = 1,xjD(B))E(IllxiD(B))p(xjDIOll-P-O (8 :?) 
X .. x0 

and hence 
(.':.:1) 

Similar to the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we can establish consistency of our estimators for 1 he 
sequential choice model. 

The semiparametric MPLE 0 from (4.5) satisfies the first order condition: 

By Taylor expansion at () = ()o, 

Vri(O - ()o) 

1 n L {)2 _ L \ ()2 - . _ I 

= -{;; 2) Ix ..(x;) LJIi ()(}()(), In PnA Xi, ()) + Ix .. (xi)Ili L It; ()O()B' In P,.,I(X;, Oll) 
i=1 1=1 1=1 

1 n L () L\ () _ 

. ..;n L[lx .. (x;) L Iii ()() In Pn,l( Xi, ()o) + Ix .. (x;)Ili L It; ()() In Pn,l( Xi, 00 )J. 
;=1 1=1 1=1 

\Vh b h I· n m+4 d I' n bm+ 4 . . h ' en ot Imn _ cc ~an = 00 an Imn _ oo ~ n = 00, It IS apparent t a.t 

by the similar arguments for the proof of equation(7.13). Proposition 6 will also imply that 

is asymptotically equivalent to 

The mean of the first term in (8.6) has been shown to be zero. The mean of the second term is also zero 
because 
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L, 0 
E(I1i 2:-hao InPI(xiboIBo)IXj) 

1:1 
L, 0 _ 

= P1(xiO'oIBo) 2: oBPI{XjboIBo) 
1:1 

=0 

which follows from Lf~1 PI(xjbIB) = 1 for all B E 8. Since 

LoLl 0-
E (2: Iii oB In PI(xjO'oIBo ) .2: I1;]ri oB' In Pr{Xi 8o IBo )IX;) 

1:1 r:1 

L, 0 0 _ 
= L E(lt;]ri Ix;) OB In P1( XiO'o IBo) . oB' In Pr(Xibo IBo) 

r:1 

= 0, 

the two terms in (8.6) are uncorrelated. Central limit theorem for double array will imply that 

where 
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Appendix 

Proof of Proposition 2: 

E(c(z.Zj,a)_l K(t(Zj,a)-t(z,a)I:;) 
a~ an 

l
T2 (B) l,t(:;,a)-t = E( c(:, :j, a) It, :;) --;:; [\ ( )g( t la)dt 

Tl(9) an an 

j
;7(t(Z"B)-Tl(B)) 

= E(c(z, :j, a)lt(zj, a) - anw, Zj)g(t(:j, a) - GnwIO)[d w)dw. 
;7(t(z .. B)-T2(B)) 

For any (Zj,a) E Zn, ..L(t(Zj,a) - Tl(a)) 2: h. and ..L(t(z;,a) - T2(a)) ~ _h.. Since ~ tends to illfillily 
an an an art art 

when n is large enough, D will be contained in the rectangle [_h., h.]. Hence, when n is large ellollgh. 
an an. 

j
..J....(t(Z .. B)-Tl(B)) 

On E( c( Z, Zj, a)lt( Zj, a) - an w, z;)g(t(:j, a) - an wla) [\'( w)d LV 

;7(t(z, ,B)-T2(B)) 

= 10 E(c(z, Zj, a)lt(:j, a) - an w, Zj )g(t(Zj, a) - anwla)[((w)dw 

for all (Zj, a) E Zn. Therefore, 

I, t(:j,a) - t(z,a) 
sup IE(c(z,Zj,a)-[\( )Iz;) - E(c(z,:j,a)lt(Zj,B),:;)g(t(z;,O)IO)1 

(z"B)EZ n a~ an 

= sup I} [E(c(z,zj,a)lt(zj,a) - anw,z;)g(t(Zj,a) - anwla) 
(z .. B)EZ" D 

- E(c(:, Z;, a)lt(zj, e), z;)g(t(Zj, a)IB)]K(w)dwl 

~ sup sup IE(c(z, Zj, a)lt - anw, ::;)g(t - anwla) - E(c(z, Zj, O)lt, ::;)g(tIO)1 l 1[\'( v)ldv 
(t,z .. B)wED Jo 

which converges to zero by uniform continuity and boundedness of the functions. 
Let R(Zi, e, anw) = E(c(z, Z;, e)lt(z;, a) - anw, Zj)g(t(Zj, e) - anwle). Let Rjl"';k (:j, 0, t) denote the ktil 

partial derivatives of R( Zj, e, t) with respect to the components til' ... ,tjk where t = (t l, ... , t",) E Rill. I3y 
a Taylor expansion up to order s*, 

R( ~ e )-R( e 0) .!.'~l()iR(z,e,O) i ~(J"R(z,e,a~w) ," 
.. , ,anw - Z,' +., L...J () i an +., () " a" . 

1. i=1 an S . an 

We note that a:':, R( z, e, an w) = L:i:=l ... L:7:=1 Rj,"'i, (z, e, an w )wj, ... Wj,' As the first s· - 1 moments 0(' 

]"( ) f a'R(z,B,O)d 0 1 < . <. 1 H \ ware zero, D aa:, w = , _ z _ s - . ence 

and 

r [R( Zi, e, anw) - R(Zi, e, 0)][(( w)dw = a~' -h r :.:. R(zj, a, a~ w)K( w)dw JD s . JD van 

sup I r [E(c(z,zi,e)lt(zj,e)-anw,z;)g(t(zi,e)-anwlB) 
(z .. B)EZn JD 

- E(c(z, Zj, e)lt(zi, e), z;)g(t(Zi, e)le)]K(w)dwl 

~ a~" -h t .. · t sup 1R;1'''i,,(zi,e,t)I'ill w II'" IK(w)ldw 
s . il=1 i,.=1 (z"B,t) D 

= O(a~') 
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by uniform boundedness of the derivatives. 

Proof of Proposition 3 

E( ( _ . B)_l_~},(t(zi' B) - t(z, B) )1_,) 
C~'Z,' m+l';::''' -, 

an uW an 

1 j~(t(Z"e)-Tl(e)) () 
= -. E(c(z, zj,B)lt(zj,B) - anw, Zj)' g(t(zj,B) - anwlfl)a-[\'(lL')dw 

an ~(t(z"e)-T~(e)) It' 

= ~ r E(c(z, Zj, B)lt(zj, B) - anw, z;) . g(t(Zj, B) - anwlB) ,~ K( w)dw 
an JD uW 

for any (Zj, B) E Zn when n is large enough. By Taylor expansion at an = 0, 

E( c( Z, Zj, B) It( Zi, B) - a,! w, Zj) . g( t( Zj, B) - an w 10) 

= E ( c( Z , Zj , B) It ( Zj , B), Zj) . g( t ( Zj , B) I B) 

- an [g(t( Zj, B) - a-;" w IB) ~, E( c( Z, Zj, B) It( Zj, B) - a~n w, Zj) 

+ E(c(z,zj,B)lt(zj,B) - a-;"w,z;)· ~/g(t(Zj,B) - a'"wIB))w. 

Since K(w) goes to zero at the boundary of D, JD e':.v K(w)dw = 0. It follows that 

E( ( __ . B)_l_~ r.,(t(zj,B) - t(z,B))I_') 
c ... , .. " m+l.!:l 11\ "'" 

an uW an 

= -l[g(t(Zj,B)-anwlo)~/E(C(Z,Zj,B)lt(Zj,B)-anw,z;) 

+ E(c(z, Zj, B)lt(zj, B) - anw, z;): g(t(Zj, B) - anwlB))w ,;::,0 [\'( w)dw 
ut' uw' 

By integration by parts, JD w e':.v K(w)dw = -1/. Therefore, 

1£( ( . B) _1_~ [./(t(Zj, 8) - t(z, 8) I .) 
sup c Z,Z" m+l,;::, ,J'\. z, 

(z"e)EZ" an uW an 

o 0 
- g(t(Zj, B)IB) ot

' 
E(c(z, Zj, B)lt(zj, B), z;) - E(c(z, Zj, B)lt(zj,B), z;) otly(l(Zj, 0)10)1 

= sup I r [g(t(Zj,B)IB)~/E(C(Z'Zj,B)lt(Zj,B),z;) 
(z"9)EZ,, JD 

Q.E.D. 

o 0 + E(c(z, Zj, B)lt(zj, B), z;) otlg(t(Zj, B)IB) - g(t(Zj, B) - Q.nwIB) ot
' 
E(c(z, Zj, 8)ll(zi,0) - QnW, z;) 

- E(c(z, Zj, B)lt(zj, B) - Q.nw, Zj) ~, g(t( Zj, B) - anwlB)) . w O~, K( w)dwl 

o 0 
:::; (sup sup II g(tIBh-;E(c(z,Zj, B)lt, z;) - g(t - anwIB)-;:;,E(c(z,zj,B)lt - anw, :j) II 

(t,9) wED ut ut 

00· + sup sup II E(c(z, Zj, B)lt, z;)-;:;,g(tIB) - E(c(z, Zj, B)lt - anw, z;)-;:;,g(t - a71 wIO) II) 
(t,9)wED ut ut 

. r II w II ' II -l-I«w) II dw JD uw' 

which converges to zero under our assumption. 
Let 
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fJ 
R(z;, B, anw) = fJt [g(tIB)E(c(z, zi, B)lt, z;)1It=t(z,,91-a n w' 

By Taylor expansion up to order s', 

R(z, B, anw) 

= R(~ B 0) .!. '~1 fJiR(z,B,O); _1 fJ" R(z,O,n.n w)., 
~" +., ~ J:l; an +., fJ " (1n 

l. i=1 uan S . an 

1 ,'-1 m m . 

= R(z,B,O) +"1 L (L ... L Rhi,(z,B,O)Wh ... wi,)a:, 
l. i=1 h=1 i,=1 

1 m m • 

+ s.! L ... L Rj. ... j •• (z,B,C1nW)Wj. .. ·wi.·a~ 
h::l i •• ::l 

h R (B t) a'R(z,9,t) F . d {' . } 
were i! 'j, Z,' = at ... at.' or any J ~ Jl'" ,J; , 

J1 'I 

Also, for any p ~ 1, j ¢ {iI,·" ,j;} and 1 :5 i + p - 1 :5 s· - 1, 

r w)· w)· ... w)· ul ~f{(w)dw JD I' ,) OWj 

. = 1 W· ... W· Jul ~J«(w)dw.dwl··· dw· I dw '+I'" dw )1 ], ] JO'l ) )-] m 
D UWj 

= -p l Wi! ... Wj, ulj-l J«(w)dw 

= O. 

It follows that 

Il {! [g(tIB)E(c(z, Z;, B)lt, Zj)lIt::t(z"8)-a,,w - :t [g(tIB)E(c(z, Zj, B)lt, z;)lIt::t(z;,8)}W fJ~,l\(W)dwl 
.1 1 1 r fJ 

:5 a~ -;;i sup sup L ... L II Rj,---i •• (Zj, B, iinw) II Jl II Wh ... Wj •• W II· II OW' f{(w) II dw 
. (zi,8) wED h::l j"::1 D 

=O(a~·). 

Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 4 

E( ( . B)_1_!:.-}:-,,(t(Zj,B) - t(z,B))1 .) 
c Z, Z" m+2 ~2 "\ Z, 

an u, an 
1 j;l;:(t(Z;,8)-TI(B» 02 

= -2 E(c(Z,Zj,B)lt(Zj,B) - anw)g(t(Zj,B) - anwIB)~J«(w)dw 
an ;l;:(t(z,,8)-T,(8)) W~ 

= i- r E(c(z, Zj, 8)lt(zj, 8) - anw)g(t(Zj, B) - anwlB) J:1
0

22 J«(w)dw 
an JD ' uW 
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for (z;,O) E Zn when n is sufficiently large. By.a Taylor expansion at an = ° lip to the .~cu)JJd ord.'r. 

E(c(z, Zj, B)lt - anw)g(t - anwlB) - E(c(z, Zj,B)lt)g(t) 

a a = -an[g(tIB) at' E(c(z, Zj, B)lt) + E(c(z, Zj, B)lt) at,g(tjB)]w 

a 2 a a 02 

+ 2'1 W' [at g( t - an wlO) at' E( c( z, Zj, B) It - an w) + g( t - an wlB) atot' E( c(::. ::, . 0) II - (i" Ie) 

o 0 02 

+ ot E(c(z, Z;, B)lt - !ln W) ot,g(t - anwlB) + E(c(::, Z;, O)lt - ft'1w) otOl,y(1 - (/~,((IO)]Ui. 

Since /\(w) and &&wK(w) go to zero at the boundary of D, it is easy to see with integration hy pilrt:> that 

ID &c;:, K(w) = 0, ID w &w~;Wr K(w)dw = 0, ID w1 &~~ K(w)dw = 2, ID 10IWr &w~;w, [\'( Il')dll' = 1 for I f. /'. 
and ID 1OIWr&w:~wq K(1O)dw = 0 for all other cases. Hence 

1 02. t(Zj,0)-t(z,B))1 « I) 02 

sup IE(c(z,Zj,B) m+20 0 J\( Zj)-gt zj,B)O . 0 0 E(c(z.::;,O)lt(::;.O)) 
(z,,8)EZn an WI Wr an WI w,· 

a 0 a 0 
- ~g(t(Zj, O)IO)£lE(c(z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, 0)) - ~E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, O))£lg(t(Zj, 0)10) 

uti utr uti utr 
02 

- E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(z;, O))~g(t(Xj, 0)10)1 
ut{Utr 

1 1 '[ 0 - a - . = 2' sup I 10 ot g(t(Zj, 0) - anwlO) at' E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, 0) - an1O) 
(z"IJ)EZn D 
o 0 . ~ 

- ot g(t(z;, 0)10) ot' E( c(z, Zj, O)lt( Zj, 0)) + g(t(Zj, 0) - an wlO) atot' E( c( z, Z;, 0) 11(::;.0) - (in W) 

02 0 0 
- g(t(Zj, O)IO)~E(c(Z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, 0)) + £lE(c(z, Zj, O)lt(Zj, 0) - an1O)~g(t(Z;, 0) - (in wlO) 

ut~ ut ut' 
o 0 02 

- ot E( c( Z, Zi, 0) It( Zj, 0)) ot' g(t( Zj, 0) 10) + E( C(Z, Zj, O)lt( Zj, 0) - an 10) otot' g(t( Zi, 0) - (in tCIO) 

02 02 

- E(c(z, Zj, O)lt(z;, O))~g(t(Zj, O)IO)]w 0 0 K(w)dwl 
utut' WI Wr 

which is less than 

1 a 8 0 0 
-(sup sup II £lg(t - anwlO) !U, E(c(z, Zj, O)lt - an w) - £lg(t10);:);E(c(::, Z,' O)ln II 
2 (t.8) wED ut Ut ut ut 

82 02 

+ sup sup II get - a'1wlO) !Ull E(c(z, Zj, O)lt - anw) - g(tIO)~E(c(z, Z;, 0)1t) II 
(t.8) wED Utut' utut' 

a 8 0 0 + sup sup II £lE(c(z, Zj, O)lt - a'1w);:);g(t - anwlO) - £lE(c(z, Zj, O)lt) ;:);!1(t10) II 
(t.8) wED ut ut ut ut 

a2 02 

+ sup sup II E(c(z, Zj, O)lt - a'1w)~g(t - a'1wlO) - E(c(z, Zj, O)lt) '" ~) rI( 110) III 
(t.8)wED utut' utul' 

. r Ilw'II'lI wll'18 
a; K(w)ldw 

iD WI Wr 

and hence converges to zero under our assumptions. 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Proposition 5 
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For any 6 > 0, by ~[arkov inequality aHd Cauchy inequality, 

1 n 

P( Vii L Iz,{z;)IC1,n(':I,"', ':n;':;) - C 1(.:;)1 . IC2 .n h,···, .:,,;.:il - C:~(.:,)I > 6) 
i=1 

lIn 
:::; '8 Vii L E(Iz,(z;)IC1,n(.:I,··· , Zn; z;) - C1(.:;)1 . IC2,n(':I,· .. ,.:,,;':,) - C':!(':j )1) 

;=1 

lIn ~ 
:::; '8 Vii L {E(Izn(z;)IC1 ,n(':I,"" Z,,; Z;) - C1(z;)I-) 

;=1 

E(IZJZi )IC2,n(zl,' .. , Zn; Zi) - C2(Z; W)}!· 

The moment conditions (1) and (2) imply that 

E(IzJZj)ICj ,n(zl,"', Zn; zd - Cj (zj)1 2
) 

= E(IzJz;)[var(Cj,n(ZI,"" Zn; zi)lz;) + (E(Cj,n(ZI,"', Zn; z;)lzi) - Cj(z;)f]) 
1 ~ 

:::;O(-r})+O(a;.·}), j=1,2. 
nan 

Hence, 

E(Izn (Zi )IC1,n(ZI, ... , Zn; z;) - C1(zi)1 2
) . E(IZJZi )IC2,n(.:I, ... ,':n;':i) - C2(':i )12) 

< O( 1 ) + O( .!.a2.,-r,) + O( .!.a2.,-r, ) + O( a2(., +.,)) 
- n2a~' +r, n n n n n 

and 

which converges to zero. 

Proof of Proposition 6: 
Let Un = n(Ll) 2:7=1 2:j¢j~n(Zj,zj,an). Define the symmetric function, 

1 
wn(Zj, zj.an) = 2(~n(Zj, Zj, an) + ~n(Zj, Zi, an». 

Un can be rewritten in the standard U statistic form: 

where C'2 = n(n - 1)/2. As 

. 1 n 

Un = cn L I:>l1n (Zi, Zj, an) 
2 i=1 j>i 

E(nU~) = n· var(Un ) + n· E2(Wn(ZI' Z2, an» 

= n· var(Un) + O(na~') 
and na~' - 0, it remains to show that n . var(Un ) goes to zero. From Hoeffding[1948], 

2 
n· var(Un) = (n _1)[2(n - 2)var(E[wn(ZI, z2,an )lztl) + var(Wn(=I, =2,On»] 

4(n-2) 2 
= (n _ I) var(E[wn(ZI, Z2, an) Izd) + n _ 1 var(Wn(ZI, =2, an» 
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As 

it. follows t.hat 

var(E[lI1n( :1, :2, an)i:tl) 

= E{E2[1I1"(:I,:2,o.")lzd} - E 2(1I1"(:I, :2,0.,,)), 

= E{E2[1I1"(:I,z2,G,,)lzd} - O(G~') 

lim uar(E[II1,,(zl' :2, G,,)I:d) 
11-00 

= E{~[ lim E(<I>n(ZI,:2,an)lzd+ lim E(<I>"(:2,:I,Gn )I=I)l"} 
4"-00 "-00 

=0 

by Lebesque dominat.ed convergence theorem. The remaining term converges also to zero hecallse 

1 
-var(II1"(zl, z2,o.")) 
n 

~ 4~ {[var(<I>"(zl' z2,a"))Jl/2 + [var(<I>"(zl, Z2,G"))Jl/2r 

1 = 0(-). 
na~ 
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